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THE NEWSLETTER OF THE WEST SOMERSET
RAILWAY JULY 2018
BUFFER STOP SHOP MINEHEAD
The West Somerset Railway’s Buffer stop shop, have released
their brand new 2019 calendar.
The calendar is beautifully presented and features an original
painting by artist Sue Podbery. The calendar has been printed
and produced in the UK and can be purchased from
Minehead Station for £8.00. You may also purchase the
calendar by calling 01643 700382 and ordering over the
phone with one of the dedicated shop staff.

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED FOR NEW VOLUNTEER LEAFLET DROP IN YOUR LOCAL AREA.
Rodney Greenway Volunteer Director is looking for people willing to spend a couple of
hours delivering volunteering on the WSR
leaflets to properties in villages and
towns along the route of the WSR.
You can deliver to a specific street, area
or even a whole town, the choice is yours
and every offer of help is welcomed.
As we are short of volunteers on the
railway, it would be great to get the
leaflets out ASAP and this could be your
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chance to help.
Please contact Rodney.greenway@wsrail.net and we can arrange for leaflets to be
delivered to you.
We are hoping that a targeted drop will help to encourage new volunteers to help at
Stations and departments along the line.
ANNUAL PASS LAUNCH SUCCESS
The West Somerset Railway
launches an affordable adult and
family annual pass!
The railway have been working
behind the scenes to improve
their offering to the local
community. It has been felt that
more needed to do be done to
encourage the local community to
use their services.
The Head of Commercial Services
Mark Hill says:
“The local residents to the West Somerset Railway are extremely important to us. Upon
receiving feedback from mediums such as social media, we realised that local residents
make up only a few of our visitors each year, and more needed to be done to encourage
people in the local area to use our services. The Annual Pass is being offered at an
introductory rate for its first year at just £62 per adult pass and £129 for a family pass. We
are thrilled with the take up on our passes so far.”
The Annual Pass will also be a breath of fresh air for adjoining attractions such as Dunster
Castle, Doniford Farm and Cleeve Abbey, as this is likely to encourage local people to use
their pass to visit these attractions.
For more details on the Annual Pass please visit www.west-somerset-railway.co.uk call
01643 704996 or email info@wsrail.net
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CATTLE DOCK WORKS AT STOGUMBER ON 30TH JUNE AND 1ST JULY 2018

The first working party of the project to refurbish the Stogumber cattle dock was held over
the weekend of 30 June and 1 July. The work tackled was the clearing of the slope up to the
dock and the access to that. This involved digging out some tenacious shrubs; extracting the
concrete posts installed to fence off the access ramp when the dock was closed; clearing the
vegetation off the slope; regrading it to a proper profile, removing the 'hump' where the
slope 'lands' on the station yard; and grass seeding the cleaned ramp. The next working
party will be 21-22 July from 10am to 4pm, when it is hoped more normal weather will be
experienced. More hands welcome. Please use the button link below to read the full report.
ARTISAN MARKETS AT MINEHEAD HARBOUR
A chance to see what local artists do and to purchase an original gift.
Funded by the government’s national initiative, Coastal Communities, which aims to boost
Britain’s coastal towns, this is an exciting new project to bring vibrant artisan markets to the
old harbour with the first of six markets scheduled for Saturday 28th July and the following
five Saturdays till 1st September, running from 10am to 3pm on the harbourside.
The Coastal Communities team welcome quality arts, crafts, vintage, upcycling, start-ups
and food producers to join them in the venture – please email the Harbour Market &
Concessions Development Co-ordinator for a booking
form: jmhomewood@btinternet.com . Stall spaces cost £25, are 3m x 3m, and are housed in
our colourful marquees – we have five spaces left for the first market. If you wish to book a
stall for all six markets, we are offering 6 for the price of 5. Face painters, hair braiders and
other entertainment would add to the vibrancy of the markets.
Follow the Maritime Mile Heritage Trail from the town and look out for the boards which
give interesting facts about the history of the area as you stroll along the seafront to the
harbour. Along the way or whilst at the harbour, relax and take some time out to enjoy
homemade cakes and scones, a beer and good food.
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INTERESTING FIND IN STEAM TRUST ARCHIVE.
Startling new light has been thrown on a 19th century project which was claimed would turn
the West Somerset coast into Britain’s oil capital and a vast industrial complex.
Through the years, the failure of
the project has been regarded
largely as bad luck, but research
sparked by a large and faded
document recently acquired by the
West Somerset Railway’s Steam
Trust has revealed a quite different
story.
The 94-year-old file of plans for a
West Somerset Light Railway were
drawn up as part of a fraudulent
scheme on a grand scale by a man described in later years by an Old Bailey judge as “a
dangerous and plausible criminal.”
The 13 highly-detailed drawings, based on the 1905 Ordnance Survey map, show the route
of a line stretching just over 11 miles from Bridgwater docks to its destination in the
Quantock village of Kilve.
The track would have passed mainly through meadows and orchards as it snaked from the
River Parret past Wembdon, Cannington, and Combwich before reaching a site just south of
Kilve church and ruined chantry.
The scheme was given extensive press coverage in the hope that it would attract local
investment.
The line was designed to carry the huge quantity of oil which was claimed would be
produced from extensive beds of shale along the coast, and refined at a facility to be built at
Kilve.
The total cost was estimated at £200,000 and although the plans and sections were
presented in May 1924 to the Ministry of Transport, they never went before Parliament,
whose approval was needed to allow construction to begin.
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However the latest research shows it was all the unrealistic and fraudulent pipedream of a
man named William Forbes Leslie, born in Scotland in 1865, who trained in medicine but
was, in fact, a criminal fantasist.
He changed his name several
times, adopted the title of Count,
and claimed to be “one of the
greatest experts in the
petroleum world.” During his
extraordinary career he declared
himself bankrupt several times
and appeared in court on a
number of occasions because of
his debts and crooked financial
ways.
Finally, in 1935 at the age of 70, he was sent to prison for two years at the Old Bailey for
what was described as “an impudent £400,000 fraud” of which he was said to be the
mastermind.
Before all that, though, in an interview published in November 1923, Dr Forbes Leslie
revealed what the reporter described as “much interesting material” about the potential for
an oil boom at Kilve, claiming that it could be refined from layers of shale stretching along
the Somerset coast from Watchet to the River Parrett.
These, he said, ran inland “for a considerable distance in outcrops from 200 to 300 feet high
which makes the quarrying proposition comparatively easy.”
As well as the oil, the shale would produce a residue like black sealing wax which could be
used as “a wonderfully fine varnish” and the ash from the process could be mixed with
limestone to produce an inexhaustible amount of cement.
Forbes Leslie was quoted as saying that the shale was “of a thickness so great and having an
oil content so rich as to astonish scientific investigators” and he estimated that no less than
nine billion tons of oil shale and three billion tons of limestone could be produced:
“The hills can be blasted down, great faces opened hundreds of feet high, and the rich oil
fuel picked up by steam shovel and loaded onto railway trucks for 3 shillings (15p) a ton.”
A vertical retort encased in brickwork and a single-storey stone shed – remains of which still
exist – were constructed near the coast at Kilve, but they only produced a tiny trickle of oil
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from the small quantity of shale quarried nearby and which was found to be almost useless
as it was contaminated by sulphur.
The light railway was never constructed, and Kilve and the Quantock Hills have been left in
peace ever since.
Full details of the fake scheme are published in the latest West Somerset
Railway Journal and the plans are going on display at the Steam Trust museum at Bishops
Lydeard station.
Chairman Mr Chris Austin said: “It’s fascinating to think how useful the line would have been
in delivering construction material to the nearby Hinkley Point nuclear power station site,
had the oilfield justified its construction!”
WEST SOMERSET RAILWAY SUPPORTS CANCER RESEARCH UK
On 20th July 2018, Cancer Research
UK will offer a ticket to ride behind
a steam locomotive between
Bishops Lydeard and Minehead
station on the West Somerset
Railway. The return journey will
also include a delicious, locally
sourced Cream Tea. The event will
be hosted by Bridgwater Friends of
Cancer Research UK a dedicated
group of volunteers who organise
events and collections and
incredibly have raised over
£900,000 for Cancer Research UK!
All proceeds of ticket sales will be going directly to Cancer Research UK, to help support
their life-saving research.
The West Somerset Railway’s General Manager Paul Conibeare says “We are delighted to
welcome Cancer Research UK to our railway. We have offered the use of our train services
to help support the fight against cancer which affects so many people.”
Cancer Research UK’s local fundraising manager Becky Trout, says: “We can’t thank Paul and
the West Somerset Railway team enough for their commitment to helping Cancer Research
UK beat cancer sooner. It’s going to be a fantastic trip. Thank you also to our brilliant
Bridgwater Friends volunteers who are hosting the event!
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“Cancer survival rates have doubled since the 1970s and Cancer Research UK’s work has
been at the heart of that progress. However, we have only been able to achieve this thanks
to the dedication and generosity of volunteers and supporters like The West Somerset
Railway and Bridgwater Friends without whom we would not be able to fund outstanding
scientists, doctors and nurses.”
“Research is Global but it has a local impact. Every day, people in the South-West and all
across the UK, benefit from drugs that Cancer Research UK scientists helped to develop. The
death rates from cancer in the South West have fallen by over a fifth, over the last 20 years,
our research will help it fall even more. Groundbreaking research is being carried out all
over the UK, to help beat cancer sooner.”
Tickets for this event are limited and are available to be purchased now. To find out more or
to book your tickets, please visit the Cancer Research UK website
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/support-us/find-an-event/west-somerset-railwaycream-tea-journey-for-cancer-research-uk
Infrastructure Engineering
Department Open Day
&
Official opening of Blackmore House
Where: Blackmore House, Bishops Lydeard, Station Farm
When: Choice of 2 dates – Sunday 22nd July or Monday 23rd July
Time: 3pm
Join us for a brief
presentation on the
department, see the work
we do, chat to the team
members, have a look at
the new site. Coffee and
cake will be provided!
All staff and new
volunteers welcome.
Contact ieadmin@wsrail.net for more information.
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GALA PLANNING TEAM UPDATE.
The WSR’s Gala Planning Team were kept very busy throughout May and early June as the
“Vintage Diesels to the Seaside” gala approached. With help from our colleagues at the
DEPG one of the first jobs in May was to get the loco allocations finalised to agreed working
timetables, once it was known what crew resources were available for the weekend.
This was then published online and advance ticket sales picked up and were well ahead of
previous years as the event approached. Fuel then had to be arranged for both the home
based DEPG fleet, and the visitors which were coming to us as a convoy by rail from the
Severn Valley Railway.
The convoy duly arrived on the Wednesday lunchtime hauled by Class 20’s 20142 and
20189, which were also taking part in the gala, these locos hauling the others on behalf of
GBRF instead of one of their Class 66’s. The other locos were Class 45 No. 45041 “Royal Tank
Regiment”, Class 50 No. 50035 “Ark Royal” and Deltic Class 55 No. 55019 “Royal Highland
Fusilier”.
The team on the ground at Bishops Lydeard did a sterling job in the days leading up to the
gala to get the locos fuelled and then positioned on the back of various service trains on the
Thursday to get them to Minehead where they were due to start their diagrams on the
Friday. However the Deltic was unable to make its booked turn as its owners support crew
were not available until later, so it was worked down to Minehead on the rear of the first
gala service on the Friday morning. Unfortunately the first additional gala train on the
Thursday afternoon, which was a “preview day”, had to be cancelled when it proved not
possible to disengage the final drives of the DMU which was to be used as the stock for this
train, so 45041 worked down to Minehead light engine, much to the disappointment of the
assembled “Peak Army” members at Bishops Lydeard.
The visiting locos were joined by the DEPG’s fleet of Class 33’s D6566 and D6575, looking
very smart in matching BR Green livery, Hymek D7017, Western Class 52 D1010 “Western
Campaigner” and newly overhauled Class 14 “Teddy Bear” D9526. The later working shuttles
on the BL to NF section as a useful running in exercise following its extensive overhaul.
It was decided that Hymek D7018 would not be introduced into traffic at the gala as some
outstanding tasks to complete its long term rebuild remained, along with finishing the
painting of the loco. Unfortunately the Western suffered a serious failure and had to be
withdrawn from traffic during the weekend and is now awaiting an opportunity to return to
its Williton base so that DEPG engineers can assess the repairs required.
The weekend was enjoyed by just short of 2.5k passengers bringing in a healthy £44k of
ticket revenue, which when the catering and retail shops takings are added in brought a
healthy result for our railway, and justified all the effort put in to “up our game” for the
annual diesel gala. It certainly encourages us to look ahead to next year’s event and make
adjustments required to maximise passenger numbers and revenue, whilst providing an
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entertaining weekend for diesel followers. Remember diesel enthusiasts are often younger,
and could be future volunteers on our railway.
There was some late running on the Saturday, but the reason for this was quickly
established and we were able to run the full timetable, albeit rather delayed, and not
disappoint any of our visitors by cancelling trains.
Further time was spent by the team and our friends at the Somerset & Dorset Trust at
Washford to set up the first gala Mini Beer Festival. We had some expert help from Mick
Cleveland whom is also Chairman of the SW group of CAMRA. We took delivery of 18 barrels
of beer for the weekend and most of this was consumed. We were able to learn a lot from
this event for future years, when hopefully, we will be able to strengthen our team for this
particular element of the gala. Overall this was a popular addition to the weekend, and is
one we can grow I believe.
Can I take this opportunity to thank everyone who worked so hard to make the diesel
weekend the success it was. Let’s look forward to “Vintage Diesels to the Seaside II” in 2019.
With the diesel gala completed we now look forward to our next two events, firstly the
“Late Summer Weekend” on 1st and 2nd September which employs our home based fleet of
both steam and diesel locos, to work an increased frequency service throughout the
weekend. At the time of writing it is not certain which locos will be used that weekend, but
we should have more steam locos available for service by that time. The weekend will have
a theme of “West Country Railways”.
Following this between September 27th and 30th will be our Autumn Steam Gala with its
“Cross Country Railways” theme where we aim to celebrate the diversity of locomotives and
trains that could be seen Kris-crossing the country on a network of lines that didn’t serve
the capital. We hope to have Manor’s 7820 “Dinmore Manor”, 7822 “Foxcote Manor” and
7828 “Odney Manor” available for service along with Modified Hall No. 6960 “Raveningham
Hall”, S&D 7F No. 53808 and S160 No. 6046. To this we plan to add a few guests in the form
of BR Std 5 No. 73082 “Camelot” from the Bluebell Railway and Bulleid No. 34046
“Braunton” (likely to be running as 34052 “Lord Dowding”) with another loco under
discussion but not finalised enough to publicise just yet. There is also likely to be an
industrial tank available at Washford for shunting demonstrations, but not regular
performer “Kilmersdon”.
The popular QB breakfasts and lunches will also be available on some trains where the QB
set is attached and a demonstration freight is planned. More details on this event will be
released via the various websites as things develop.
The gala planning team needs a new secretary to take minutes at its monthly meetings,
which are usually held on one Thursday evening per month at Williton, and produce these
into a printed document for all team members prior to the following meeting along with a
meeting agenda agreed with the Chairman. You will also have the opportunity to be
involved in the teams work planning our future gala events. If this position interests you
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please get in touch with GPT Chairman Don Bishop by email
to donbishop@btconnect.com or calling him on 07912 669 666.

WEST SOMERSET STEAM AND VINTAGE RALLY TICKETS NOW ONLINE
Tickets are now online for the 2018 Steam & Vintage Vehicle Rally.
The West Somerset Railway Association has
confirmed that there will be a price freeze and
your entry tickets will cost £12 for an Adult or £10
per senior citizen. There is no charge for young
persons who are accompanied by a full paying
adult. If purchasing your entry tickets online, your
ticket will be valid on both days of the rally! The
West Somerset Railway PLC will be running an
early morning DMU from Minehead for those that wish to use it to get to the rally. There
will be an additional charge for this element of the day and will be confirmed shortly.
WEST SOMERSET RAILWAY STEAM TRUST
There is an open invitation to existing and new Volunteers to join the teams at the Gauge
Museum at Bishops Lydeard and the Blue Anchor Museum. It is the intention of the Trust to
open and staff both Museums on every Sunday, Bank Holiday and Gala day from the Spring
Gala to the last running day in November. The Gauge Museum will be open but not staffed
on all running days and the Gauge Museum Model Railway will be open for as many days as
volunteers can be found. None of this will be achievable without more volunteers. It is not
an onerous task; it just requires volunteers to be there and to be able to talk to the visitors;
training will be given. Opening hours are normally between 10.00 am and 4.00 pm
(depending on the number of visitors around).
In particular the Steam Trust are now in need of a new curator. This would involve taking
overall charge of the museum and contact with the volunteers who staff it, including
preparing the rosters for attendance. We are looking for someone who is able to maintain
and periodically refresh the displays, and work with the Gauge Museum to make the most
of the artefacts and records owned by the Trust. Ideally, you will live within a short distance
of Blue Anchor, so that you can also be the keyholder and first response if the alarm should
be triggered. Please let Chris Austin know if this would be of interest to you.
NEW ON DISPLAY AT BISHOPS LYDEARD GAUGE MUSEUM
Two GWR First Aid Medals which were awarded between the wars has been generously
loaned from Allan Stanistreet for display at the Gauge Museum.
The medals were awarded for length of service with one being awarded at 25 years and the
other at 15.
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GWR, along with other railways actively encouraged first aiders, a tradition that continued
into the British Railway period.
Entry to the Gauge museum is free however donations are gratefully welcomed.
STEAM TRUST COMPLETING COLLETT BCK 6705.
Work is progressing quickly now on restoring and refitting the internal components of the
coach. Painting, varnishing or scumbling the internal surfaces have transformed the
appearance of the inside of the coach, and, whilst the toilets have been fitted, work on the
panelling remains to be completed.
Door locks have been installed and doors adjusted, although some work remains on the
carriage key locks.
The gangway doors are being reskinned and painted prior to replacement and the next task
will be to work on the gangway bellows. Pending this, gangway shields have been fabricated
and fitted and have proved to be effective in keeping out the weather as well as looking
good. We hope to take the coach to the Norton Rally in August so that people can see the
progress made.
NEW VOLUNTEERS FOR THE STEAM TRUST
Carriage restoration volunteers are welcome at the regular weekday sessions at Williton –
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. New volunteers for carriage restoration or the
museums can contact Chris Austin for further details e-mail austinca2@googlemail.com
SOMERSET AND DORSET RAILWAY TRUST AWARDED £15,000
The Somerset and Dorset Railway Trust have received the brilliant news that their
application for £15,000 of resilience funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund has been
successful. This will enable the S&DRT to employ consultants to improve on the retail and
marketing aspects of the operation in Washford, including the induction process for new
volunteers.
WEST SOMERSET RAILWAY RESTORATION GROUP ACHIEVE WELL OVER TARGET!
The West Somerset Railway’s wagon restoration
group put out an appeal to raise funds to assist
with the renovation of a Brake Van. The aim is to
have this back in service for use as part of the
military train running over the weekend of the
1940’s event in September. Things became difficult
when the group discovered significant amounts of
rotten wood, replacement would have made the
project more difficult and jeopardised the success
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of reaching the pre-determined completion.
Due to the kind donations from supporters of the project, enough money was raised
to purchase all the required wood which the vital work needed.
The group continues to work hard on the project and we are looking forward to seeing the
Brake Van back in action in September.
PTS COURSE DATES
Future PTS courses

Information as

25/06/2018

When applying to join a course, please supply:
 A postal address to which material can be sent before the course, and a PTS
card sent after the course.
 A contact phone number for small problems with test answers, and for
sudden changes of date, time or venue.
 An e-mail address for minor pre-course information and less sudden changes
of date, time or venue.
Courses can be arranged for groups or departments on other dates than those listed.
To book a course, please e-mail Rhiannon Powis at training@wsrail.net. If you have no email, please call 01643 700396 and leave a message with your name, contact number and
preferred course date and Rhiannon will get back to you.
General - All comers
FULL
Spaces
Spaces
Spaces
Spaces

14 July 2018
28 July 2018
25 August 2018
15 September 2018
29 September 2018

Bishops Lydeard Station Farm
Minehead SEC Training Room
Bishops Lydeard Station Farm
Minehead SEC Training Room
Bishops Lydeard Station Farm

10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00

Upcoming Events
Murder Mystery Events
Cheese and Cider
Steam and Cream
WSRA Rally
Late Summer Weekend
The Gruffalo
Forties Weekend
Autumn Steam Gala

14th July, 15th September, 20th October, 1st December
13th July, 7th & 21st September
13th July, 7th and 21st September
4th - 5th August 2018
1st – 2nd September 2018
8th September 2018
15th - 16th September 2018
27th – 30th September 2018
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CONNECT WITH THE WEST SOMERSET RAILWAY


Like our page on Facebook @WSrail,



Follow us on Twitter @WSomRailway



Subscribe to our monthly e-newsletter.
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